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Report- Haryana Police Entrance Examination Coaching by Tarraqi GAIN Centre 
 
Greetings from Tarraqi i Foundation! 

 
You will be happy to know that Tarraqi i Foundation (TiF) is working to strengthen qualitative 

education and skills development for the underprivileged in Nuh district. In the last four 

years, we have supported six low cost private schools in Nuh by conducting School Leaders 

and Teachers training, developed school libraries; facilitated students from poor families 

with guidance to get selected in prestigious programs like Rahmani 30, Jamia Hamdard 

Coaching; guided and supported almost 1400 students with Government Scholarship 

applications. We also have been running the Tarraqi GAIN Centre in Nuh, a specialist 

coaching and guidance centre to support students from Class 9th to 12th to excel in Science, 

Maths and English in their boards exams ethically and compete for top quality courses and 

colleges. 

 

Responding to the challenge of dire shortage of Police personnel from Nuh (Mewat) 

in Haryana Police, TGC started the Haryana Police Entrance Coaching at E-Disha Hall, 

Nuh from 12th Aug 2017. This great initiative started at the behest of Shri Mani Ram 

Sharma IAS, then Deputy Commissioner, Nuh who pointing at the low recruitment 

from Nuh/Mewat (less than 1% in Haryana Police) called forward the 

educationists/teachers/community to provide voluntary/free coaching support to 

encourage maximum candidates to apply and compete in the upcoming recruitment 

process.  

 

After assessing the need and the effort some teachers and volunteers were making 

sporadically, TGC drew up a comprehensive training plan of three days a week as per the 

syllabus and approach of the Entrance exam. Facilitators were engaged to conduct the 

classes and Books/study materials were provided to the candidates free of cost. Mock Tests 

and Feedback is given regularly. Personality Development & Communication sessions are 

also being conducted.  Using projector to show relevant educational videos and interactive 

approaches to ensure comprehensive learning, TGC trainers enthused the candidates who 

repeatedly requested that the training support should be increased. Many of them came 

from 15-20 kms and with very limited public transport in these parts it was indeed 

commendable that they come regularly. There are many female candidates who have been 

very sincerely attending the coaching. Our vision and approach is not just to prepare them 

for the constable recruitment but to have a positive outlook and approach to Nation building. 

So as to provide qualitative coaching and books/learning materials TGC had appealed for 

funds to its friends/well wishers and greatly appreciate those who came forward to support. 

This effort is an excellent example of Community and Administration synergy and we 

hope that this trust and partnership will strengthen further. 
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TGC sincerely hopes that the incumbent DC of Nuh, Shri Ashok Kumar Sharma IAS 

and Administration will continue their guidance and support to this good effort. The 

written test has now been postponed to January 2018. It is only after clearing it the selected 

candidates will be called for the Physical test. The target is to get around 500 (10%+) 

recruited this time. TGC is continuing with bi-weekly sessions to keep the candidates 

motivated and prepared for the test and will start a revision session 2 weeks before the 

exam date when it will be announced.  

 

TGC is aware that there are some coaching classes (commercial as well as voluntary) going 

on in Tauru, Nagina, FP Jhirka and Punhana. However, one hears that regular classes and 

comprehensive preparation is not being ensured which is worrying given the challenge. We 

sincerely request these coaching centres/ Volunteers to please take this seriously and 

support the candidates meaningfully and systematically. It has to be noted 65% questions 

are of GK including Haryana, National, Agriculture etc.), 20% of Maths & Reasoning, 5% of 

English, 5% of Hindi & 5% of IT. We are willing to guide the volunteer teachers of other 

locations and request the community leaders and educated youth of Mewat to responsibly 

spread the word and get maximum number of candidates to prepare well for the test.  

 

There are some educated youth and professionals/educationists who are highly active on 

FB and social media. We feel that efforts like these deserve to be shared and supported 

further by them. Those candidates who have registered and wish to succeed honestly by 

working hard for the entrance test, are most welcome to contact.  

 

If responsible community members could ensure significant numbers of candidates 

gathering at one place in Punhana/ Nagina/ FP Jhirka, we can plan to conduct some 

sessions there as well. For further information please call on 9991523692/9050660521 or 

send e-mail to tgc.mewat@gmail.com 

 

Attached are some pictures of the coaching facilitated by the TGC team. 

 

Best wishes, 

Amir Abidi 

Founder Director| Tarraqi I Foundation 

9810499416| akabidi@hotmail.com 
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TGC Haryana Police Entrance Examination Coaching at E-Disha Hall, Nuh 
 

  
 

   
 

  
 

 


